We present a novel distributed probabilistic bisection algorithm using social learning with application to target localization. Each agent in the network first constructs a query about the target based on its local information and obtains a noisy response. Agents then perform a Bayesian update of their beliefs followed by an averaging of the log beliefs over local neighborhoods. This two stage algorithm consisting of repeated querying and averaging runs until convergence. We derive bounds on the rate of convergence of the beliefs at the correct target location. Numerical simulations show that our method outperforms current state of the art methods.
INTRODUCTION
We consider the problem of distributed bisection search using a network of agents. This problem has applications to stochastic root finding [1] , distributed group testing [2] , object tracking using cameras [3] , and human-aided localization [4] . The agents are connected through a topology and sequentially search for the unknown target X *. Each agent forms a query Z i,t = I(X* E S i,t) for some subset S i,t C X based on its local information about the target location and obtains a noisy response, Yi ,t+!, which it uses to update its belief. After this stage, the agents average their log-beliefs with their neighbors. As this process is repeated after several iterations, the agents converge to the correct consensus.
Prior work on distributed signal processing includes the consensus literature [5, 6] . Extensions to consensus-plusinnovations algorithms with applications to detection and estimation problems include nodes making noisy observations and implementing a consensus method to spread information around the network. Several such works on distributed estimation include that of [7, 8] wh ich show that distributed estimators are consistent and asymptotically normal. Additionally, [9, 10] studied the problem of distributed detection and proved convergence rates on the rate of learning the correct hypothesis.
The adaptive querying and Bayesian updating are known
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MIT Lincoln Laboratory 244 Wood St., Lexington, MA, USA ttsili@ll.mit.edu in the literature as the Probabilistic Bisection Algorithm (PBA). The PBA was first introduced by Horstein [11] . The PBA was shown to be optimal in an information-theoretic sense in the work by Jedynak, et al. [12] , and the convergence rate of the single-agent PBA was shown to be exponential in Waeber, et al, [13] . The PBA was generalized in [4] to multiple agents using a c entralized controller strategy, and in [14, 15] using a decentralized algorithm based on belief consensus. In [4, 14, 15] , the convergence analysis showed that all agents reach consensus to the true target. The contribution of this paper is to propose and analyze a distributed bisection algorithm using a social learning approach. First, we first derive a social learning algorithm (inspired by the work ofLalitha, et al, [9] ). Second, we derive an asymptotic performance bound that characterizes the rate of learning in terms of the social influence of nodes on the network and the error probability of each agent. Finally, we show using simulations, that our proposed algorithm outperforms the case of no collaboration and improves the distributed bisection search algorithm presented in Tsiligkaridis, et al, [14] .
PROBLEM FORMULATION
For concreteness, we focus on the one-dimensional case, i.e, X = [0, 1]. In this case, the query sets S i,t take the form of an interval [0, X i,t], where X i,t are the query points. The response to the query Z i,t = I(X* E S i,t ) is modeled as a binary synunetric channel [12, 4, 14] and is given by:
In this paper, the error probabilities are constant. In [4] , a more general model was considered where the error probability increased as the target localization error decreased. We define Pi,t (x ) as the posterior distribution on the target space X = [0, 1] for agent i at time t . We also denote the corresponding CDF as Fi,t (x) = fox Pi,t (u )du. The posterior distributions at time t are measurable with respect to the noisy responses {Yi ,T+l }T :C; t up to time t. The proposed social learning algorithm consists of two stages (see Algorithm 1). In the first stage, agents perform a probabilistic bisection 978-1-5090-4117-6/ 17/$31.00 ©2017 IEEE and update their beliefs using the noisy response. In the second stage, the log-beliefs are averaged among local neighbors to spread information around the network. The observation probability mass function used in the first stage is given by:
In the second stage, we assume that the social interaction matrix A is a stochastic matrix corresponding to a strongly connected, aperiodic graph G = (N, E). Here, N represents the nodes of the network and E is the set of edges. An edge Belief update:
(2) 8:
Stage 2: For each agent i E N: 9: Average log-beliefs: 
where v is the normalized Zeft eigenveetor of A whieh eorresponds to the uni! eigenvaZue 2 and C( Ei ) is the eapacity of ' We remark that the normalizing factor here f~ Pi ,t(x )li(x, Yi, H Ildx is equal to 1/ 2 [14] .
2This is also known as the stationary di stribution of the Markov chain .
the binary symmetrie ehanneZ {16].
Proof Consider the case for a fixed node i. From Algorithm 1, we may rewrite (3) as:
Using Jensen's inequality, we have:
Since D t :s; 0, it follows that:
Evaluating the above inequality at x = X * and using Equation (2) along with lj (X*, Yj ,H l) = P(Yj ,t+llzj ,t ):
By using new variables: qi,t ~ IOg2 (Pi,t(X *)) and Wj ,t ~ log2(2P (Yi,t+llzi ,t ) ), Equation (6) becomes:
Using induction, it follows that:
T=lj=1 j=1
Dividing both sides by t and taking the limit, it follows that:
Using 0 < Pj ,o(X*) < 00 and AL :s; 1, the second term in Equation (9) vanishes and we have:
Next, we evaluate the rate exponent K i using the convergence to a stationary distribution v for aperiodic Markov chains. Specifically, using Theorem 7 in Sec. 2.7 from [17] :
for any two nodes (i, j). Thus, for any arbitrarily smaB 0 > 0, there exists T = T( 0) such that I A~,j -Vj I ::; 0 for aB t ;::: T.
Splitting the sum in (10):
The first term in Equation (11) is negli~ible since it can be upper bounded by limHoo t 2::f=l 2::r~11 IWj ,t-r l. Since
IWj ,t-r l ::; max{ llog2(2(1 -Ej)) I,l log2(2Ej) l} = B j , limH oo t 2::f=1 2::~~; IWj ,t -r I ::; limH oo t (T -l)B = 0, where 2::f= l B j = B. The second term in Equation (11) dominates and is given by:
The first term in Equation (12) is negligible since: 
The second term in Equation (12) dominates and using the LLN:
The proof is complete. D
In Theorem 1, we derived a lower bound on the rate of learning of each agent for the distributed bisection algorithm (Algorithm 1). Since the rate exponent, K i , is independent of the agent index, i, the lower bound is the same for aB agents and depends on the channel capacities and the eigenvector centrality, v [9] . The higher the value of Vi , the larger the contribution that node i has on the network learning rate, K.
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Using an analogous method, we can analyze Equation ( 2) for the case of no inter-agent collaboration. In this case, A = I N , and using Equations (2) and (3), Pi,t+1 (X*) = Pi,t(X*) = Pi,t (X *) + 2P (Yi,t+l lzi,t) . Unrolling the preceding equation over t steps, we see that Pi,t (x ) = rr~:~ 2P (Yi, j +llzi,j) . By taking the logarithm of both sides, dividing by t , and applying the LLN, the convergence rate of the agent beliefs becomes: limt--+oo IOg2~i,t(x) = G(Ei ). For the case of a homogeneous network, i.e. Ei = E, 'Vi, oUf distributed algorithm asymptotically learns faster than when agents do not collaborate. In general, the rate exponent of Theorem 1 is a linear combination of agents' capacities weighed by the eigenvector centrality. This bound is expected to be maximized by placing nodes with low error probability in central locations in networks where they can have a strong social influence on other nodes.
SIMULATIONS
To validate and strengthen the preceding performance analysis, simulations are performed that show the proposed method achieves better performance than the belief consensus approach of [14] and the case of no inter-agent coBaboration. We note that the computational complexity of our proposed algorithm is on the same order as that of [14] as both algorithms consist of a Bayesian bisection update and a local averaging operation.
We randomly generate an irreducible N x N adjacency matrix, modeling a random geometric graph [18] (see Figure   1 ). In this setup, N = 20 and 18 agents have high error probabilities (Ei = 0.40) while the remaining 2 have low error probabilities (Ei = 0.05). The low error agents are the ones with the highest two v/ s, so they can positively affect the high error nodes around them. Our proposed method outperforms the belief consensus approach of [14] and the case of no coBaboration. Regarding the average MSE, all three methods converge to the consensus but our proposed method does so much quicker than the other methods. In terms of worst case MSE, oUf proposed method remains robust while that of [14] converges slower and the method with no collaboration has not converged after 75 time steps. From this, we see that the proposed method performs very weil even in the worst case and that inter-agent collaboration is advantageous in oUf target localization task. In addition to the MSE, we also plot 10g2 P4,t(X*) for both the proposed method and that of no collaboration. The 10g2 P4 ,t(X*) time se ries represent a base-2 logarithm of agent 4's belief, an agent with a high error probability. We analytically showed that for the case of no collaboration, a graph of the log2 Pi ,t (x*) vs. t would be a line with slope K = C( Ei) that would serve as an exact bound; with oUf proposed method, the same graph should be a line with the slope at least as large as the lower bound K = 2::;=1 VjC(Ei) (14) .
The analysis results are affirmed by the simulation results in FigUfe 3 . Here, the dotted lines represent the two preceding bounds and the solid lines represent the calculations of lOg2 P4,t (X*) for each iteration. The solid red line represents the no collaboration method and it lines up with the exact bound displayed in the dotted red line. The solid blue line represents our proposed method and its slope exceeds that displayed by the lower bound with the dotted blue line. The simulations verify oUf analysis and show that the beliefs generated by our proposed method concentrate fast on the true target location.
With OUf distributed algorithm, it is important to note that we improve the network-wide performance (average and worst case) with a small penalty in performance in the case of no collaboration for the lowest error agent.
S. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new distributed probabilistic bisection algorithm for target localization and derived a lower bound on the rate of convergence. Through analysis and simulation, we show that oUf proposed method attains superior performance to other state of the art methods in terms of rate of convergence and MSE. For future work, we can pursue an analysis of the MSE convergence rate. proposed social learning algorithm, the belief consensus approach of [14] , and the case of no coUaboration. 
